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Yu-Link MAX can be advantageous for underwater applications where cellular

networks are not available.

Here's how Yu-Link MAX networks can be useful in such scenarios

1. Improved signal propagation

It operate at lower frequency bands, which can penetrate water more

effectively than higher frequency bands used by cellular networks. The lower

frequency signals have better propagation characteristics underwater,

allowing for improved range and coverage.

2. Extended range and penetration

Sub-GHz signals can travel longer distances underwater compared to higher

frequency signals. This extended range enables communication over larger

areas, making Sub-GHz wireless networks suitable for underwater

applications that require connectivity across expansive environments, such as

underwater research, monitoring, or exploration.

3. Low power consumption

Sub-GHz wireless devices can operate at lower power levels while

maintaining good range and signal strength. This is especially important for

underwater applications where energy efficiency is critical due to limited

power sources or the need for long-duration deployments. Low power

consumption ensures extended battery life and reduces the frequency of

maintenance or battery replacement.
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4. Acoustic communication

These networks can be implemented using acoustic waves, which are

well-suited for underwater communication. Acoustic waves can propagate

through water with minimal attenuation, allowing for reliable communication

over significant distances. Sub-GHz acoustic networks enable underwater

devices to exchange data, commands, and sensor readings.

5. Sensing and monitoring

These networks facilitate underwater sensing and monitoring applications. By

deploying underwater sensors equipped with Sub-GHz capabilities, it

becomes possible to monitor various parameters such as temperature,

pressure, salinity, or aquatic life. These sensors can form a network that

relays data to a central station or surface node for analysis and

decision-making.

6. Research and exploration

These networks support underwater research and exploration activities. They

enable communication among autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) or

remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), facilitating collaborative missions, data

sharing, and coordinated operations. Sub-GHz networks can provide the

necessary connectivity for underwater robotics and scientific exploration in

remote or challenging underwater environments.

7. Environmental monitoring

These networks can be utilized to monitor and collect data on underwater

ecosystems, water quality, and pollution levels. They enable real-time or

periodic data transmission from underwater sensors to monitoring stations,

facilitating the assessment and management of aquatic environments.
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8. Underwater infrastructure monitoring

These networks can assist in monitoring underwater infrastructure such as

pipelines, cables, or offshore platforms. By deploying sensors and

communication nodes, operators can gather real-time data on structural

integrity, corrosion levels, or potential leaks, enhancing maintenance and

safety protocols.

9. Research station connectivity

These networks can establish communication links between underwater

research stations and surface stations or vessels. This connectivity allows

researchers to transmit data, exchange information, and receive commands,

enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of underwater research missions.

By leveraging Yu-Link Max wireless networks for underwater applications, it

becomes possible to establish reliable and energy-efficient communication in

environments where cellular networks are not available. These networks enable

underwater sensing, monitoring, research, and exploration, contributing to

advancements in marine science, environmental conservation, and underwater

infrastructure management.
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